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Amenity Sports & Turf Products 

GREENFAST IRON TURF COMPLEX  
Concentrated liquid iron complex 

 
 
 
1.  PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
A unique formulation of concentrated liquid Iron 
   - Contains a blend of Iron compounds for both a rapid and sustained turf green-up and maintenance of health 
 in a unique formulation with sulphates, chelates and complexing agents to optimise results. 
   -  GREENFAST IRON TURF COMPLEX is a unique combination of materials with an environmentally friendly  

surfactant system that will be absorbed by both the leaves and roots. 
   - GREENFAST IRON TURF COMPLEX will work quickly without danger of blackening 
   - GREENFAST IRON TURF COMPLEX works well at all times of year and is formulated to be effective even in 

lower temperature conditions, and strengthens plants against frost and disease as well as contributing to  
moss-control programmes. 

 
2. PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS  
 
 
3.  APPLICATION   
   -  It can be used with absolute safety from first tiller formed on new seeds at low rates of application, and year 

round on established turf. 
   ·  Maximum Single Application rate is 20l/Ha, but a programme of reduced rate 10/Ha applications throughout 

the growing season will produce best results. 
 
4. PACKING 
Packed in 10L (2 x 10L carton, 39 cartons/pallet) 
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A short Q&A on GREENFAST IRON TURF COMPLEX: 
 
 
 
1) How should I use the product best – when it rains or when it is dry? 
Apply to soils that are not waterlogged i.e. at not more than 50% of field capacity for optimum results.  
Do not apply if rain is predicted in the next few hours. Waterlogged soils will result in negative results. 
 
2) Any trials data – any documentation on file 
GREENFAST IRON TURF COMPLEX was first introduced in 1999 and has been successfully used by 
groundsmen and greenkeepers in the EU and throughout the UK at all the premier sporting venues 
from St Andrews to Sandwich and even Wimbledon 
 
3) Previous usage in the EU 
GREENFAST IRON TURF COMPLEX was first introduced in 1999 and has been successfully used by 
groundsmen and greenkeepers esp. throughout the UK at all the premier sporting venues from St Andrews to  
Sandwich and even Wimbledon 
 
4) Isn’t this simply another liquid Iron? 
GREENFAST IRON TURF COMPLEX is a sophisticated formulation that contains far more than just the iron 
compounds and its environmentally friendly surfactant. It will produce rapid effects from the foliar-absorbed 
components, but sustained green-up comes not just from the improved efficiency of the formulation when 
compared  
to other liquid iron products, but also from root uptake generated by slower-absorbed materials in the formulation. 
Testing has shown as having a beneficial effect on disease progression as well as overall plant health when 
incorporated into spray programmes. 
 
5) Mode of action? 
GREENFAST IRON TURF COMPLEX is absorbed by roots, leaves and shoots for rapid health improvement.  
It should not be applied when waterlogging or frosts may adversely affect its uptake. 
 
6) Penetrants or retention agents? 
It is formulated with an environmentally friendly surfactant system designed to improve contact effects and uptake  
by the target. 
 
7) Tank mixes? 
GREENFAST IRON TURF COMPLEX is suitable for tank mixing with most herbicides, and can be tank-mixed  
with some fungicides, please consult us or your agronomist for the latest list. 
 
 
 
 
 


